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should bring to every student who has this trinity of love, faith art hope, many, 

many good things. 

Young folks, I want to say to you this morning, your college cannot do any- 

thing for you, except give you an opportuntiy to do something for yourself¥es, ané 

keep a record of what you do. With all this period of centralization,of 

concentration, of collectivism, if you wish to call it that, i ie midst of all 

this we are still individualistic and we cannot get away from individualism and 

you and I are going to write on the records for ourselves the things that we do 

in 1934, -If your record is good it will help yo it remains in the future to 

bless or damn youe 

May you write a record you will always be proud of,is my wish for you. 

 


